
When HBO was making upcoming medieval drama Garne
of lhrones (imagine lhe Sopranos set in Middle Earth)'
it didn't want "fantasy" to mean "unconvincing". So the
producers asked David Peterson of the California'based
Language Creation Society to work up a dialect for the
Dothraki, the indigenous inhabitants of the books on
which the show is based - George Martin's A Song of lce
and Fire series. Peterson not only constructed a 2'500-
word vocabulary and a working syntax, he fabricated a
1,000-year-long history for the language, in collaboration
with Martin himself. Here are his steps for creating your

own lingo, Tom Cheshire makinggameofthrones.com
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Nouns: "Decide how a
speaker understands the
noun," says Peterson,
Dothraki uses "subject-
verb-obiect". Peterson
also uses a case system
to indicate what role a
noun has in a sentence.

b$

The fiddly bits, such as relative and
interrogative pronouns, and relative
and subordinate c lauses. Dothraki  is

"head-init ial": important info goes at
the beginning of the sentence.

create a phonology -  a l is t  of
sounds you can use to bui ld words.
Peterson saw a lot  of  "g"s and "h"s
in the books, and so decided to
include the post-vocal ic "h" found in

Arabic.  He also got r id of  the "P"
and "b" sounds, so "bado" ( turniP)

is pronounced "vado".

create test  words.  You' l l  need
these to construct  the grammar.

Two were "qazer",  which is
Dothraki  for  "apple",  and "hrazef"
which means "horse".

Verbs:  Decide whether
the tense is shown in
the verb,  as in
Engl ish,  or  in another
part  of  the sentence,
as in Mandarin.
Peterson used three
tenses: past,  present
and future.  So in
Dothraki  " lanat"  is  " to
run" '" lan" is "ran";
"alana" is "wi l l  run".

Pronouns: choose which You want.
Hawai ian,  for  instance, has two
forms of  "we" -  one that includes
the addressee, and one that doesn' t

Create the vocabulary:  "This is the
really fun part," says Peterson
"When you're working with a
cul ture,  you have to determine what
things are going to have words,"  he
explains.  "The Dothraki  aren' t  going

to have a word for 'comPuter'."

clich6s and sayings: The
Dothraki for "now or never"
is "the stew is cooling in the
air" - so, ifyou're on the
plain with the wind blowing,
you'd better eat fast.


